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Chairman’s Message 
By Jim Board #8093 

Greetings MAC! 

The summer driving season is in full 

swing, and MAC has already held 

multiple fun events. We have 

enjoyed destination drives, Flight 

Judging, Concours Judging, 

Judging Schools and Technical 

Seminars on various restoration and preservation subjects. 

And there is much left to do in 2019! Our events have been 

geographically spread across the Mid-Atlantic so everyone 

has an event close to home. Check out our list of Upcoming 

Events in the MAC Calendar and meet fellow Corvette 

enthusiasts. 

http://www.ncrsmac.org/Upcoming-Events 

 

If you go to Corvettes at Carlisle be sure to stop by the 

MAC Hospitality Tent for some cool shade, a cold drink and 

welcoming Corvette comradery. And on September 14 plan 

to attend Corvette Day, MAC’s annual Corvette Cruise-In 

mixer and charity fundraiser in Chantilly, Virginia. Wrap up 

your restoration quickly, our last Judging Meet of 2019 will 

be held in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania on September 28. 

On your next MAC website visit, you will notice a 

completely new look. 

Having lasted almost as many years as the C3, this is our 

first significant website change since 2006. In May of this 

year, we completed a major website upgrade. The new 
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appearance is clean and fresh, and the information kept current making it more useful to 

members. What makes those improvements possible is the change we made to the software 

controlling the website behind the scenes and invisible to visitors. The new website software 

makes our website far easier to update and add new information. This modern website 

platform allows MAC volunteers to manage the website without any of the specialized 

programming experience previously required. http://www.ncrsmac.org/ 

 

One last thing, if you want to see more MAC activities near your home, contact me. Let’s talk 

about how to get that done.  

 

Enjoy the drive! 
 

 

 

 

 

2019 Calendar of Events 

Jun 16 (Sun) Annual Sully Antique Auto Show – Chantilly, VA 

Jul 8-13 (Mon-Sat) National Road Tour – from New Holland, PA to Greenville, SC 

Jul 14-18 (Sun-Thu) NCRS National – Greenville, SC 

Aug 22-25 (Thu-Sun) Corvettes at Carlisle, Hospitality Tent – Carlisle, PA 

Sep 14 (Sat) Corvette Day 2019 at Sully Plantation – Chantilly, VA (Charity Event) 

Sep 28 (Sat) Tech Seminar/Judging Sch & Meet – Turner Chevrolet – Harrisburg, PA 

Oct 19 (Sat) Corvette Row Host Club at Rockville Antique Car Show – Rockville, MD 

Nov 2 (Sat) Annual Meeting – Chantilly, VA 

 

 

June 16 – Sully Father’s Day Antique Car Show, Chantilly, VA 
46th annual gathering with up to 400 cars on the show field, Restoration 

displays, Tour the Historic house, Music and Food, Kid's tent, Flea market 

and Cars for Sale.  From 10:00am-3:30pm 

Non-NCRS/MAC sponsored registration at 

http://www.gwcmodela.com/pdfs/Sully/2019/Sully2019Reg.pdf 

http://www.ncrsmac.org/
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July 8-13: National Road Tour leading to the National Convention 

Central Pennsylvania Road Tour: Led by Gary and Andrea Dukeman 

Mid-Atlantic Road Tour: Led by Steve Gansky 

 

The Central PA and Mid-Atlantic Road Tour organizers 

planned this trip to include both groups since both 

were driving similar routes and with some of the same 

members. 

July 8 – The Central PA Road Tour will begin in New 

Holland, PA on Monday July 8 at 8 A.M. We will tour a 

Covered Bridge or two then head to Mike and Lea McCagh's Farm in Cumberland, MD where 

we will join with the Mid-Atlantic Road Tour. We will have lunch at Mike's brother's Brew Pub 

and then drive the Skyline Drive to overnight at Skyland Resort located at the Pinnacle of 

Skyline Drive. 

July 9 – See Natural Bridge, Greenbrier Resort in White Sulfur Springs, WV and a Bunker Tour. 

July 10 – Tours to the Princeton Railroad Museum in Princeton, WV and then to Canyon Rim 

Visitor Center (New River Gorge National River) near Lansing, WV. 

July 11 – Starts at the Aviation Museum of Lexington, KY and then tours the Bourbon trail to 

Barton's Distillery. We finish the day at fabulous Mammoth Cave National Park, KY. 

July 12 – Corvette Day for us at the National Corvette Museum.  We will tour the Corvette 

plant (if tours have resumed) and have track time on your own, if desired. We then drive to 

Fall Creek Falls State Park near Spencer, TN to finish out the day. 

July 13 – We visit a Muscle Car Museum, drive the Tail of the Dragon (Route 129) and on to 

the Last Night Out in Ashville, NC. For those who do not wish to drive the Tail of the Dragon 

an alternate route is planned. 

July 14 – We depart Ashville and arrive in Greenville, SC for the NCRS National Convention. 

1,550 miles of scenic drives and fun stops. 

If you are planning to drive to the NCRS National this year and want to join the fun, contact 

Gary or Andrea for more information at corvettecrazy@frontier.net or visit 

www.ncrs.org/convention/roadtour.php  

 

July 14-18: 2019 NCRS National Convention 

See the January-February 2019 NCRS Driveline for convention information and registration. 

Online information at https://www.ncrs.org/convention/index.php 

 

  

mailto:corvettecrazy@frontier.net
http://www.ncrs.org/convention/roadtour.php
https://www.ncrs.org/convention/index.php
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August 22-25: Corvettes at Carlisle, Hospitality Tent  

MAC promotes NCRS activities during the largest and most fun-filled Corvette event in the 

world, the annual Corvettes at Carlisle event features more than 5,000 Corvettes representing 

all generations of America’s classic sports car. Guests come from around the world for this 

event. Corvette enthusiasm is contagious with 

participation in autocross, burnouts and the 

parade through historic downtown Carlisle. The 

excitement continues with an incredible 

shopping experience, including a huge 

automotive flea market with a wide variety of 

vendors, an all-Corvette car corral, 

Manufacturers Midway and Installation Alley. 

During the 2019 Corvettes at Carlisle event, MAC will present Seminars describing the NCRS 

Concours Judging program. MAC Judging Chairperson, Patricia Kropac will handle the 

presentations in the Seminar tent adjacent to Building R located next to the NCRS Gallery 

and hosted by the Delaware Valley Chapter. These seminars will be held Friday at 10 AM & 2 

PM as well as on Saturday at 10 AM.  Carlisle Events Seminar Tent is next to Building R. 

PLEASE HELP - Patricia will need a few volunteers to assist: one person each day at the times 

listed to coordinate and run the Power Point based presentation on a laptop; all hardware 

(PC, projector and screen) will be provided but we need a volunteer member experienced in 

this area. Several members are needed as "greeters", get visitors seated, hand out flyers and 

answer questions regarding both NCRS and MAC membership. Our primary goal for these 

seminars is to explain the NCRS Concours program. Our target cars and non-NCRS owners 

are out there on the Carlisle show field. The majority of those non-NCRS owners do not 

realize that NCRS now has a judging program for their cars. So, our real objective is to reach 

out to these potential members - for NCRS and MAC.  
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MAC will display two NCRS Concours Corvettes during the Seminars. These cars will be in the 

Seminar tent for the entire Carlisle event. It is important to note that for the very first time the 

Delaware Valley Chapter's NCRS Gallery will include an NCRS Concours Award Corvette.  The 

Seminar tent, adjacent to Building R, is close to the NCRS Gallery. 

MAC members are encouraged to register their Corvettes for the NCRS parking area also 

located near Building R and the Gallery. This option has been available in the past but to my 

knowledge is not well known among MAC members who drive their Corvettes to Corvettes at 

Carlisle. 

A one-page flyer to publicize the seminars will be distributed at the following locations: The 

MAC tent, the NCRS Membership booth, the NCRS Store under the Grandstand and the 

NCRS Gallery. This 2019 NCRS Concours Seminar program is a direct follow-on from the 

NCRS Concours Judging event conducted in front of the Grandstand by the NCRS last year. A 

future goal is to hold a "Chapter" level judging event during future Corvettes at Carlisle.  

------------------ Be sure to stop by the NCRS booth during your Carlisle visit ------------------ 

 

 

September 14: Corvette Day 2019 at Sully Historic Site (Charity Event) 

A day of relaxation and celebration of the Corvette.  The Sully Historic 

Site provides ample space and cooling shade for parking, eating and 

conversation.  All Corvette generations are welcome.  Coyote Grille will 

be providing their south-western food fare and door prizes will be drawn 

during the day.  Proceeds from the event are donated to our charity, The 

Fisher House.  Look for registration information in the coming weeks. 

 

September 28: Tech Seminar/Judging School & Meet 

Reserve September 28th on your calendars for the third Judging event of the year.  This year, 

Rick Risser will host the event at Turner Chevrolet in Harrisburg, PA.  Please look for event 

details and registration information in the coming weeks. 
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2019 MAC Board of Directors 
Elected Officers 

Chairman Jim Board jboard@cox.net 

Vice Chairman Jim Moxley moxleyj7893@verizon.net 

Treasurer Ed Szeliga edszeliga@comcast.net 

Secretary Jim Cella jamsinyork@comcast.net 

Judging Chairman Patricia Kropac kropc@aol.com 

Regional Directors 

Northeastern Steve Ferry steve.ferry@verizon.net 

Southeastern 

Southwestern Bob Baird envcons@comcast.net 

Northwestern Ron Wilson wilball@comcast.net 

Appointed Board Members 

Membership Manager Reese Burgoyne burgoynes@aol.com 

Signal Seeker Editor Reese Burgoyne burgoynes@aol.com 

Charitable Activities Sue & KC Strawmyre suestrawmyre@embarqmail.com 

Historian John Carpenter jocarpenter@comcast.net 

Nat’l Corvette Museum John Carpenter jocarpenter@comcast.net 

NCRS Chapter Awards Rep Reese Burgoyne burgoynes@aol.com 

Property Manager Bob Baird envcons@comcast.net 

Technical Advisors Mike McCagh marylandmissile@atlanticbb.net 

 Jeremy Turner turnerit63@comcast.net 

Website Manager Ed Szeliga edszeliga@comcast.net 

 

mailto:edszeliga@comcast.net
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MAC Website Reborn 
by Jim Board 

I am pleased to announce that MAC has a totally new website! The appearance is completely 

new, cleaner looking and more modern than the old MAC website. The URL for the new site 

is unchanged, the same since 2006. But now just about everything else is new. Click here for 

the MAC website:  http://www.ncrsmac.org/    

Most of the site (about 95%) is viewable to the general public.  The remaining 5% is restricted 

to MAC members ONLY and access to it requires MAC members to “log in” with a username 

and password.  Logging into the restricted Members Only area of the site will allow you to: 

· Update your registration (profile); email, phone #, password, other personal information  

· View the MAC membership directory 

· View Member only documents 

o MAC Certificate of Incorporation 

o MAC Annual Financial Report 

o Published MAC Member Roster 

o Annual Meeting Minutes 

o Annual IRS and Incorporate filing documents 

To retrieve your temporary password, do the following: 

· Click on the Chapter Info pull down menu that is on the home page and place your 

cursor on Membership. 

· A sub-menu titled Members Only will appear to the right of the word Membership, click 

on Members Only and the following message will appear: “If you're a member, LOG ON 

to access this page”.  Click on “LOG IN” – and you will see this page 

                                                            

 
Enter your e-mail address then hit “Request Login Information”.  Then – check your email 

account, you should receive an email from info@ncrsmac.org that contains your temporary 

password.  Use that password and your email address to log in.  Once you are logged in you 

will be able to change your password and other profile information if you desire by clicking 

on “Update Registration” on the Your Account page. 

http://www.ncrsmac.org/
http://ncrsmac-org.vps-vetventures-org.vps.ezhostingserver.com/members
mailto:info@ncrsmac.org
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Please take some time to explore the various areas of the new website.  There is information 

that you will recognize from the old website, and there are some new features that we hope 

you will enjoy.  Among other things, the new site makes it easier for you to do the following 

tasks: 

• Keep up to date on current news and chapter information 

• Link to the NCRS website to register for events (see our Calendar) 

• Link to the NCRS website to join or renew your Membership 

• View past issues of The Signal Seeker 

• Download "How-To" Corvette Restoration Technical Articles 

Our new MAC website is different from the old website in more ways than you may 

recognize.  Like a new generation of Corvettes, the website appearance and everything under 

the skin is new.  Behind the user experience is a new software platform that will allow us to 

update and add information faster and far more easily than the old website.  More on that 

below. 

Two people must be recognized for their efforts to give MAC an Internet presence: 

1. Gary Wilkerson, who served as MAC’s Webmaster since our website was originally 

launched way back in 2006.  Gary has supported the website for thirteen years! 

2. Ed Szeliga, the volunteer behind creating the new MAC website. 

MAC’s Elected Officers discussed the need for faster updates and additions to our website in 

January. Ed, who is also serving as MAC’s Treasurer, did some research and volunteered to 

pull it together.  Previously Ed had no website experience whatsoever, yet he pulled together 

all the pieces and gave us the new website you see today. 

 

Ed will continue acting as the interim MAC Webmaster until another volunteer is identified to 

provide ongoing website management, that being the changes and additions as needed. If 

you are willing and able to help in this way, contact Ed Szeliga at edszeliga@comcast.com to 

learn more. 

 

Gary and Ed, my heartfelt 

appreciation goes out to you 

both! 

  

 

  

mailto:edszeliga@comcast.com
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Members and their Cars 

This section is for MAC members to share their Corvette experiences.  In contributing and 

reading, I hope you’ll find similarities with other members and realize that we all love these 

wonderful cars – Signal Seeker Editor 

Don Harris - Over the past 10 years of Corvette ownership including body off the frame 

restorations of 1960 and 1966 coupes, I have done most of the restoration work myself, 

excluding body work and paint. I have rebuilt just about every component while restoring 

these two cars. Thanks to sources like the NCRS TDB, the Corvette Forum, the Chevrolet 

Service and Overhaul manuals, the AIMs, and the internet I have been able to take apart, 

repair, restore, rebuild two transmissions (a Borg Warner T10 and a Muncie), three rears ends 

(a C1 and 2 C2s), steering gear boxes for both, alternators, water pumps, starters, C2 trailing 

arms, distributors and one engine. The engine was done mostly by a friend with me assisting.  

Reese Burgoyne – After spending 3 years restoring my father’s 1957 Thunderbird, I joined 

MAC and spent a year researching and looking for my high school dream car, a 1967 

Corvette.  I learned a lot during that year.  I attended meets and helped other MAC members 

with their projects.  In April 2015, I answered a Hemmings Motor News magazine posting 

from a dentist on Long Island.  My daughter and I drove to Long Island, looked at the car and 

made the deal.  We started back and missed the turn to avoid Manhattan but had to navigate 

the mid-day traffic and no-so-kind conditions for engine heat.  I was never so glad to see the 

New Jersey turnpike.  We got home without further incident and I then started the year and a 

half journey to rebuild the car.  The interior and convertible top were only several years old, 

but the engine oil pressure read high all the time.  I pulled the high-volume pump but then 

stripped the threads from the rear-main cap when remounting the new pump.  The engine 

had to come out.  More engine component surprises were discovered.  The engine and 

transmission were rebuilt, the body was lifted, and the fuel/brake lines replaced as well as the 

calipers and suspension trailing arms.  A/C and cruise control kits were included and an 

electronic dash cluster replaced the cable-driven instruments.  With the top down, the off-

road mufflers give such a great exhaust note.  I’ve driven 12,000 miles over the last 3 years 

including a 2,400-mile round-trip to Florida.  The car is such a pleasure to drive.  

Wayne Welch - In the mid-1990s, I decided I wanted a classic car.  It was always a passion of 

mine and I finally had a little disposable income to afford one. But which one?  I was drawn to 

muscle cars of my youth.  I started going to car shows to help me decide. I looked at 

Camaros, GTOs, Chevelles (my first car) and Corvettes.  I finally decided on a Corvette 

because I could never afford one in my youth.  Again, the question which one?  So, I started 

going to Corvettes at Carlisle to look at the vast array of Corvettes.  After looking at all the 

styles of Corvettes, I narrowed my decision to a first- or second-generation Vette.  I liked the 

styling of the first generation, but I also liked the performance of the second generation.  I 

then thought: How do I plan to use this car?  Well, I want to drive it.  I had visions of driving 

through the countryside and going on picnics.  Ok then.  The C2 doesn’t have a lot of storage 
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space.  The C1 has a trunk.  A C1 it is!  Alright, what color?   Once again, off to Corvettes at 

Carlisle.  This entire process took several years.  Then I saw it one day at Corvettes at Carlisle 

in a special display. It was Bill Miller's 1960 Black/Red Silver cove Corvette.  That was the 

Corvette I wanted.  So, a couple more years of searching for that color combination.  I finally 

saw an ad in Hemmings for the exact car I wanted - 1959 Corvette Back/Red/Silver 270HP.  It 

was located in Rochester, NY.  At that time, I rarely saw an advertisement for that color 

combination.  Now, I see them all the time.  So, in 1999, I made a trip to Rochester to look at 

the car and purchased my first Corvette.  I have now owned the car for 20 years and it has 

been quite the journey.  The engine has been rebuilt. The correct date coded transmission 

and rear end were procured.  The interior, gauges and radio were restored.  There is always 

the endless search for the correct parts and pieces.  I like to keep my car as correct as 

possible, but it is a driver.  So that is where you will see the car - either at car shows or in the 

countryside of Northern Virginia and Maryland.  Oh, and about that disposable income - Not 

so much anymore. 
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Volunteers Needed! 

Has NCRS or MAC helped you? There is a way to give back a little and say, 

“thank you.” MAC has volunteer openings where your help can make a big 

difference. 

Editor for The Signal Seeker – Your responsibility 

is collecting articles and organizing them into 

this quarterly newsletter. You don’t need to 

write the articles; you just assemble the content 

provided to you into the format you see here. 

Basic computer skills are all you need. Contact 

Reese Burgoyne, our Interim Editor, to learn 

more. burgoynes@aol.com 

MAC Website Manager – Your responsibility is 

adding, correcting and updating information on 

MAC’s website. New software we are using 

means the Website Manager only needs 

fundamental computer skills. Contact Ed Szeliga, 

our Interim Website Manager, to learn more. 

edszeliga@comcast.net 

Tidewater Regional Director – Your responsibility 

is organizing local member activities in the 

Virginia Tidewater Area; Williamsburg, 

Smithfield, Hampton, Norfolk, Chesapeake, 

Virginia Beach, etc. Those activities could be 

gathering members to help with a body on/off, 

lunches, local destination drives, or other events 

local members would enjoy doing together. You 

should live in the Tidewater Area most of the 

year to perform this role. Contact Jim Board to 

learn more. jboard@cox.net 
  

mailto:burgoynes@aol.com
mailto:edszeliga@comcast.net
mailto:jboard@cox.net
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Report: 2019 National Judging Retreat, Grapevine, Texas 
by Jim Board 

If you enjoy Corvette judging and decide to take your game up a notch, the NCRS National 

Judging Retreat is exactly what you are looking for. I was able to attend the most recent 

Judging Retreat in Grapevine, Texas and found it to be a rewarding NCRS judging immersion 

conducted over two full days. The training event combined classroom instruction and hands-

on judging practice with the most experienced and knowledgeable NCRS judges. 

A day of classroom instruction was provided on using CDCIF (Configuration, Date, 

Completeness, Installation, Finish), judging condition, calculating deductions, documenting 

observations on the judging sheets, using appropriate terminology, communicating clearly 

with owners, and much more. 

For the day of practice judging, we were presented C1 to C5 example cars, including an 

exceptional 1967 Big Block Bowtie Award recipient and an outstanding 1969 L88 Duntov 

Awardee. Facing different generations of Corvette and various levels of restoration, students 

cycled through Chassis, Exterior, Interior, and Mechanical judging roles. At each vehicle 

students were paired up for judging and assigned an instructor as a Team Lead. Students 

referred to the Judging Manuals and filled out the Judging Sheets as they would in actual 

judging. To simulate the limitations of an actual judging meet, students were given limited 

time and reminded of the looming deadline whenever exchanges or disagreements over how 

many points to deduct dragged on too long. Once the judging was complete, the students 

reviewed the Judging Sheets with the instructor acting as Team Leader and explained what 

they observed on the car and how deductions were calculated. Whenever the calculation 

should have been done differently to maintain consistency across NCRS events, the instructor 

offered explanations and guidance. 

Interaction between judges and “owners” was even simulated with other instructors acting as 

the Corvette owner for that part of the training experience. This exchange was realistic and at 

times intentionally made a bit more dramatic as some simulated owners feigned defiance, 

demanding to know why student judges took one deduction or another. This experience put 

pressure on the student judges and tested their ability to articulate the process under 

circumstances that can be encountered during actual NCRS judging events. 

I was pleased to see MAC well represented at the 2019 National Judging Retreat. Other MAC 

students included: Jerry Duffy, Tom Doi and Patricia Kropac. And sharing their experience as 

instructors were KC Strawmyer, Chuck Berge, Don Hooper and Mike McCagh. 

Overall the Judging Retreat experience was outstanding. Training like this benefits the 

students and improves consistency of NCRS judging across the country from one event to 

another event. If the National Judging Retreat sounds interesting, keep an eye out for the 

next announcement. Sign up quickly so you don’t miss it, student demand always exceeds 

the number of available slots. 
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Report: Tech Seminar/Judging School & Meet – Zip Corvette 
by Jim Moxley 

The Mid Atlantic Chapter of the NCRS kicked off its first official event of 2019 with a flight 

judging session graciously hosted by Zip Corvette in Mechanicsville, VA on April 6, 2019. 

Forty members and guests enjoyed a very interesting program organized by Judging Chair, 

Patricia Kropac. Due to an unexpected family illness, Patricia was not present to deliver her 

presentations, but her absence was filled with capable members and guests. 

Chairman Jim Board gave a description of planned events in 2019.  He solicited volunteers for 

a variety of activities important to the success of the chapter; including help with writing 

articles and taking photographs for the Signal Seeker as well as Flight Judging participation. 

Three presentations covered a variety of judging and restoration-related topics.  

The first presentation, led by Chuck Berg, focused on the criteria, requirements and 

distinctions between the Operations Check and Performance Verification test.  As a measure 

of the tangible difference between the two, keep in mind that the scoring sheets for the 

Operations Check is 2 pages, while the PV test is 4 pages (a much tougher challenge).  The 

presentation featured an in-depth review of judging criteria and processes and included 

several useful tips. 
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NCRS Recognized Operations Checks: 
1. NCRS Founders Operations (NCRS Founders Award Prerequisite) 

• Conducted and Awarded at Regional event only 

• Must be driven to and from the meet 

• Score 96% or better on an NCRS Operations Check (not the section that is part of a Flight Judging) 

• Based on function, not correctness (ex: Clock quartz conversion) 

• Partial whole point deductions allowed 

• No adjustments or repairs allowed on the field 

2. NCRS Flight Operations (part of NCRS Flight Judging) 

• A component of flight judging at all event levels. 

• Determines if car is correctly equipped 

• Based on performance and function as designed, intended and expected when new 

• Partial whole point deductions allowed 

• No adjustments or repairs allowed on the field 

3. NCRS Performance Verification 

• Conducted and Awarded at Regional Events and National Conventions 

• Prerequisite: Flight Award achievement at any event level within the year applying for a PV test or 

preceding 3 calendar years by same owner 

• Determines if car is correctly equipped (soft tops will be tested) 

• Based on performance and function as designed, intended and expected when new 

• 10 to15 mile Road Test (includes 90% redline requirement) 

• Pass/Fail scoring - NO Partial whole point deductions allowed 

• Single Malfunction Correction Allowance (can’t borrow parts) 

Successful preparation for a PV can benefit from some simple tips –which can often be overlooked: 

• Owner’s Manual 

• NCRS Operations and Performance 

Verification Guides 

• GM Assembly Manuals 

• GM Parts Manuals (publishing date is critical) 

• GM Service Manuals 

• Fellow NCRS Members 

• Restorers/Mechanics 

• NCRS National Team Leader

Conduct a Test Run:

• KNOW YOUR CAR-read the owner’s man. 

• Check tire air pressure (including spare) 

• Check fluid levels 

• Check for leaks while the car is on a lift 

• Perform test runs 

• Do a complete practice PV with assistance to 

help keep track of each performance 

requirement 

• Make notes of deficiencies found 

• TEST AND CHECK MANY TIMES!!

Repair and Adjustments: 

• Review past Flight Judging Score Sheet(s) 

• Check and identify for new deficiencies 

• Parts: OEM, NOS (like OEM or service 

replacement), After Market? 

• Change and Check fluid levels 

• Change filters/belts/hoses as necessary 

• Apply silicone to weather stripping/grease 

hinges, etc. 

• Check ALL lights (exterior and interior) 

• TEST TEST TEST!!

Before Event: 

• Prepare a list of spare parts and tools 

• Automotive parts stores near event? 

• Cleaning supplies, car cover 

• Valid Car Insurance, Tags, and Registration 

• Fire Extinguisher 

• Valid Trailer Insurance, Tags, and Registration 

• Trailer maintenance
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At the Event: 

• Arrive a day before registration WITH spare 

parts and tools 

• Do a practice PV with assistance 

• Check for Leaks 

• Road test 

• Fix any problems 

• Put the car up after this preparation is 

complete 

• GO HAVE A DRINK and relax until tomorrow

 

Car Division Issues & Options 

Patricia’s well-organized preparation tips included a list of common issues, by year-range: 

• Parking brake alarm and handle (’56-’57) 

• Windshield washers/blades (“56”) 

• Unvented gas caps (except early 1961’s prior to VIN 1750) (’61-’62) 

• Gauge operation/needle bounce (’63-’67) 

• Glove box light hood (missing or incorrect material) 

• Warning lights (flash or stay lit) (’63-’67) 

• Rear bumper shocks (leaks) and Astro Ventilation (ends “75”) (’73-’82) 

• A disciplined attention to the criteria and application of lessons learned from your 

particular car will be rewarded with the coveted Performance Verification award 

 

3D Additive Parts Development and Manufacturing. 

One of our guests, Matt Wiles, who is Director of Engineering at ECR engines (Chevrolet 

NASCAR engines, Cadillac Daytona Prototype IMSA racing series engines, with previous 

Chevrolet factory Indy car race engines and Corvette Racing team engine development) gave 

an excellent impromptu presentation on the merits, or not in some cases, of employing 3D 

Additive Parts manufacturing.  He described how the process makes possible new 

approaches to design and engineering 

components.  For example, no longer is drilling 

fluid passages limited by “line of sight” drilling.  

Passages that follow contours, or made to enable 

more efficient engine processes, is a benefit.  He 

brought examples of an oil distribution device 

made using different variants of 3D additive 

processes, ranging from a total 3D process, to a 

hybrid method that combines 3D and conventional 

processes.  Manufacturing using conventional 

techniques is still more efficient for some parts.  

Using the evolving technology is not limited to components to be installed on the vehicle, it 

can be used to produce jigs, for example, to secure parts being produced, or restored, by 

conventional methods. 
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Original vs. Reproduction Parts 

During a restoration process a common decision is whether to restore original components 

or save lots of time and money and simply purchase and install new, aftermarket, parts. The 

decision often becomes a dilemma when the aftermarket parts obviously differ from the 

original part.  Within the context of judging, the decision often involves a tradeoff between 

condition points likely to be lost on an original part vs. originality points lost on a less than 

perfect reproduction. At the Zip event, Bob Baird gave an excellent hands-on presentation on 

Judging Aftermarket Parts. 

An often asked, rhetorical question is why don’t vendors go the extra mile to produce more 

of an exact reproduction? There is no single answer, but the question generated much 

discussion. 

Bob displayed several examples, and 

organized teams to examine pairs of parts – 

one an original, and one, reproduction.  The 

teams closely examined and critiqued the 

parts and offered their assessments of them. 

Some examples included a C1 hood 

ornament – an original vs. GM service 

replacement; a Fuller-Emerson gas 

cap:  original vs. reproduction. 

Other original and reproduction parts pairs were 

scrutinized as well, including a battery hold down 

rod, dimmer switches, fuel bowls and fuel filters. 

It was a worthwhile learning experience and added 

to the base of knowledge to aid in future decisions 

whether to restore or buy reproductions. 
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Two Ribbon Awards at Flight Judging 

Chuck Berge led the Flight judging process for two cars, both ’66 convertibles, owned by 

Martin Puckett and Chuck Coryell.   Both cars were driven to the event, and Martin was 

presented the ribbon for the car driven the farthest distance, from Fairfax, VA. 

 

 

Chuck Coryell and Martin Puckett receive a Third Flight and Second Flight ribbon, 

respectively.  Martin also received a ribbon for driving the farthest to the event, from Fairfax, 

VA. 
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Report: Tech Seminar/Judging School & Meet – Jack Evans Chevrolet 
by Ed Szeliga 

MAC's second Judging Session and School for 2019 was conducted on May 4th and was 

conducted at and hosted by Jack Evans Chevrolet in Front Royal, Virginia.  Approximately 40 

MAC members attended the event which included opening remarks by our Chair, Jim Board, 

a Concours Judging training session that was presented by our Judging Chair, Patricia Kropac, 

a preview of the new MAC website presented by Ed Szeliga, the MAC Treasurer and future 

"Interim" chapter webmaster and, lunch courtesy of our generous host. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three members' cars were presented for judging: Reese Burgoyne's 1967 convertible in the 

Concours Modified Class; Richard Work's 1959 Corvette, also in the Concours Modified Class 

and Gary Dukeman's 1968 Corvette in Flight Class.  Reese's and Richard's cars earned the top 

"427" award for their class, while Gary's car earned Top Flight honors. 
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Your MAC Logo Gear 

 

Can be ordered online at the MAC Apparel Store. 

Shirts, jackets, caps, messenger bags and more are all available.  

https://midatlanticncrs.itemorder.com/sale 

 

 

  

 

• Log on to www.NCRS.org with your User ID and Password 

• At the top, select SERVICES and then Print Membership Card 

• Select the PRINT button near the bottom of the screen 

 

The card is best printed on card stock or on Avery 5361 laminated 

identification stock or equivalent.  Your card is handy to have when you 

cannot remember your NCRS number to sign in at meets or judging events. 

https://midatlanticncrs.itemorder.com/sale
http://www.ncrs.org/
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Tech Talk: How to Bench Test a Starter Motor 
by Don Harris 

 

It’s always challenging tackling an unknown.  I’ve always looked for the best documentation I 

could find for rebuilding, restoring and testing.  There are a number of test procedures in the 

Overhaul and Service manuals but after I rebuild a starter, I looked for a way to bench test it. 

It’s a pain to install and find out it doesn’t work then have to remove it again.  I can’t take 

credit for the following as I found the procedure in a YouTube video, so I captured some of 

the pictures and documented the process.  

 

The only tools needed are a set of jumper cables and access to a 12-volt car battery.  I 

happen to have a spare battery for testing, but you can simply use the battery in your car.  I 

also bought a remote starter switch I found on Amazon for about $15 to make the testing 

easier.  It is possible to just use a jumper wire in place of the remote starter switch. 

 

Testing the Solenoid – The job of the solenoid is to engage the starter override clutch so that 

the starter engages the flywheel ring-gear and turns-over the engine for ignition. 

 

 
 

Connect the positive battery terminal to the battery terminal on the starter.  Connect the 

negative battery terminal to the starter case (ground).  Connect a remote starter switch to the 

battery terminal and the ignition switch terminal on the starter.  Pressing the remote starter 

switch engages the starter assembly like your car’s ignition switch. 
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The override clutch with the gear should slide forward to engage the flywheel and the starter 

motor should turn. If it does not, then the solenoid needs to be replaced.  

 

Testing the motor only – The motor is what gives the flywheel torque that is needed to start 

the engine.  Leave the battery negative cable connected to the starter housing and touch the 

positive cable to the motor terminal identified in the picture above. 

 

 

The motor should spin but the override 

clutch should not engage, i.e. slide forward. 

 

If the starter motor does not turn, then the 

starter needs to be fixed or replaced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Testing the override clutch only – 

Leave the negative cable connected 

to the starter case and touch the 

positive cable to the ignition 

terminal on the solenoid. The 

override clutch should slide 

forward. 
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Membership Matters 
by Reese Burgoyne 
 

Please welcome new 2019 members: 
Richard & Julie Buchanan Great Falls, VA 

Chris & Marcy Burnett Haymarket, VA 

Charles Coryell Montross, VA 

Michael & Miho Wadley Stafford, VA 

 

On the NCRS.org website you can not only renew your 

NCRS membership, but you can also renew your MAC 

membership as well. 

 

Keep in mind that your NCRS membership is a 

requirement for being a MAC member.  Your NCRS 

membership expires on the last day of the month you 

initially joined NCRS; however, your MAC membership 

expires each year on December 31st.  You should receive 

several email reminders from NCRS.  You also have the 

option of renewing NCRS and MAC memberships for 2 

years.  I usually renew my MAC membership at the same 

time I renew my NCRS membership (for me in Sept). 

 

The MAC membership renewal form is included later in 

this newsletter.  It provides instruction on renewing via 

form as well as through the NCRS website. 

  

Glove Box Brochure 
 

 

You’re at a car show, parade or 

even in a store parking lot. 

Someone approaches you with a 

big smile on their face.  They tell 

you they love your Corvette and 

want to know about it: 

• What year is it? 

• How long have you owned it? 

• Are you in a club? 

You have just sparked a memory! 

Many future Corvette owners 

and future NCRS/MAC members 

begin just like this. 

Rather than exchanging email 

addresses so you can get back to 

them later, reach in your glove 

box and give them this brochure. 

Once opened, it has a full NCRS 

page of offerings, services and 

publications.  On the flipside, an 

introductory MAC message and 

links to web services for both 

NCRS and MAC. 
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How to Get Published 

You don’t have to create a novel. An article for Signal Seeker is all it takes. 

 

Few subjects are taboo. A short paragraph for 

“Tech Tips” or a “Did you know?” blurb works 

great. 

 

Have you found a great road to ride or have 

you discovered what not to do when working 

on your restoration? Feel free to send a small 

article about a small project or a large article 

about a large project or even a large article 

about a small project!  

 

Pictures are always welcome with stories. If you 

haven’t got the time or desire to write an 

article, send an outline. I’ll write the story and 

send it to you for your review and blessing. 

And you get the byline and the credit 

 

Remember, another MAC member is facing an issue like you did and your help 

will be appreciated more than you can imagine. 

 

Your Signal Seeker Editor, Reese Burgoyne 

 

 

 

Issue Articles Due Publish Date 

Fall August 31st September 15th 

Winter November 30th December 15th 
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NCRS Chapter Flight Award Program 
by Reese Burgoyne 

We are well on our way towards achieving another Chapter Top Flight, NCRS Chapter Flight Award for 

2019.  Our Mid-Atlantic Chapter has successfully completed or have planned the 9 required activities 

and at least 6 out of the 9 variable activities needed since we joined the program in 2006.  The 

program was established during 2005 to promote NCRS activities within a chapter and to assess a 

chapter’s health. 

During a calendar year, all 9 required activities must be completed: 

• Host a Chapter Judging Meet – satisfied 

• Conduct a Technical Seminar – satisfied 

• Conduct a Judging School – satisfied 

• Conduct a Membership Meeting (Nov) 

• Conduct a Charitable Event (Sep) 

• Conduct a Chapter Road Tour – satisfied 

• Conduct a Social Event – satisfied 

• Maintain a Chapter Website linked to NCRS.org – 

satisfied 

• Complete IRS Filings and provide proof (Nov) 

 

In addition, 6 of the 9 Variable Activities must be 

accomplished (based on per cent participation): 

• At least 5% of the chapter’s members must have their cars judged (9 for MAC) – 4 so far 

• At least 8 Technical Articles must be published in the newsletter – 6 so far 

• At least 15% of the chapter’s members must Judge or Tabulate (25 for MAC) - satisfied 

• At least 15% of the chapter’s members must drive their Corvette to a chapter event (25 for MAC) – 

6 so far 

• At least 5% of the chapter’s members must drive their Corvette in the Chapter Road Tour 

(9 for MAC) - satisfied 

• At least 20% of the chapter’s members must attend a chapter event (33 for MAC) - satisfied 

• Make at least 1 video or photo posting on the chapter’s Facebook page - satisfied 

• Setup a NCRS Display at a Non-NCRS event (Aug & Oct) 

• Donate at least $100 to a Charity (Sep) 

 

The interesting twist is that a participant is counted only once.  If you drive to 3 judging events in your 

Corvette, you can only be counted once for the program (attending a chapter event and driving your 

Corvette).  If you review our club calendar, you’ll see how each of our events maps to a program 

requirement.  So, please remember to sign the attendance forms for each event you join. 
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Report: Chapter Road Tour to Bavarian Inn 
by Jim Moxley 

We had beautiful weather for our road tour and lunch.  Six members rendezvoused in 

Paeonian Springs, VA and then headed toward the Bavarian Inn in West Virginia. 

 

 
 

For the most part, all six C1s and C2s were grouped together for the entire trip as we stuck to 

the back roads and away from traffic.  We arrived at the Inn right on time, posed for some 

photos, parked the cars and entered the Inn awaiting the group from Maryland and 

Pennsylvania. 

 

 

 
 

Thank each of you for making the 2019 Road Tour to the Bavarian Inn a success.  Everything 

came together: the rendezvous, the drive, the destination and the great weather, especially 

for convertibles.  There was lots of good conversation as we enjoyed our meals.  

The final numbers are: 10 Corvettes were driven, 15 people joined together for lunch, and I 

believe a good time was had by all.   We had enough participation to check off the Road Tour 

accomplishment to fulfill one of the Chapter Flight Award program requirements. 
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Part of the fun for me was for 30 miles to look in my mirror and see a C1 and four C2s 

stretched out behind me and equally as much fun to see the attention we received at various 

places, from numerous thumbs up from fellow motorists, enthusiasts at our rendezvous point 

near Leesburg to our arrival in Shepherdstown and the Bavarian Inn.  Spectators really can't 

ignore the ground-pounding thunder of Corvettes with side pipes.  

There will also be an article about the tour in the next issue of the Signal Seeker but in the 

meantime a few photos for this issue.  We had the good fortune of a professional 

photographer who took and forwarded to me a few photos that she took. 

Thank you again for helping make for fun and enjoyable day! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Advertising 

Business cards must be Yearly Single 
no larger than 2x3.5 inches Full page $250 $65 
 Half page $140 $35 
Yearly Rates: 1/4 page $75 $20 
MAC members: $20/yearly 1/16 page $50 $15 
Non-members: $30/yearly 
 

Corvette related classified ads ‘wanted’ and ‘parts for sale’ are free for MAC members 
and $10 for non-MAC NCRS members. These ads cannot be carried over to the next 
issue unless requested before the next issue deadline. 
 
Free ads should be submitted directly to the editor, 
Reese Burgoyne 
Email: Burgoynes@aol.com 
 
Paid ads should be submitted to the treasurer, Ed Szeliga 
Email: edszeliga@comcast.net 
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Tech Talk: Fiberglass Repair 
by Bill Sangrey 

At a MAC Shippensburg Tech Session in 2009, I demonstrated a procedure to repair broken fiberglass 

pieces such as midyear spare tire tubs. Dave Kitsch’s (TriState Chapter) Restorer article described 

how to make a wooden mold to accomplish such repairs. This article and the process I demonstrated in 

Shippensburg, describe an approach for making the mold directly from the piece you want to repair.  

This process can be applied to virtually any shape; even complicated ones that would be very difficult 

to replicate in wood. 

FIRST A FEW “TRICKS OF THE TRADE” WHICH ARE KEY TO THE PROCESS: 

• Apply a mold release compound to the part. Nothing exotic – Maguire’s Carnauba wax polish 

works just fine. You can use the exotic stuff (I have some now thanks to MAC member Frank 

Pascal, but you really do not need it? Just clean the surface of all grease and general junk, goo, 

undercoat (should not be there anyway – not from the factory) 

• Cut up the fiber glass mat. Pull the double layer stuff apart. 

• Dye the resin. Dyes are available in stores which sell fiberglass supplies. Not like the run of the 

mill auto parts store in Carlisle – they do not have the dye. Boat repair places are a better choice. 

You guys nearer the shore are closer to the source for the dye. I’m using some resin which Scott 

gave me.  

 

EXAMPLE OF PARTS WHICH CAN BE REPAIRED 

• Spare tire tubs and trays – The front edges of these pieces are often (all the time?) banged up. They 

are at the lowest point right behind the differential and rear spring. Go over anything and they get 

smacked. The result: that lower edge is usually gone. But not on the sides. 

• Fan Shroud – Ever take one out? Hard to do without damaging it given the limited space and 

rusted bolts in “J” nuts simply clipped to the fiberglass. Maybe you have better luck. Me? I usually 

break something. Or find that a previous ham fisted “mechanic” took it out with brute force – 

might call the removal process “blunt force trauma”. 

Late in ’08 I had to start thinking about what I was going to do for a tech session in Shippensburg. 

Then I saw Scottie’s legs in one of my car mags. Think it was Muscle Car but I’m not sure and it is not 

important. Just a brief article but it showed the basic steps Scott uses to repair virtually fiberglass parts 

such as tire tubs and fan shrouds. I called Scottie and we agreed to meet in Kissimmee during the Jan 
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08 Winter Regional. He had a repaired tub and one he had to take home to Caledon, Ont. to repair. He 

explained and demoed the process to me without making the repair (he applied no resin) as I shot 

photos. I used those photos as a slide show during the February ‘09 tech session. Then I made a partial 

repair to one of KC’s broken tire tubs. 

 

ENOUGH PRELUDE – HERE ARE THE STEPS: 

• Inspect the area needing repair for its unique characteristics particularly the shape 

• Find an undamaged area which is shaped the same as the area needing repair. This will be your 

“mold creation” site. 

• Thoroughly clean both the “to be repaired” and sample or “pattern or mold” areas. Start with soap 

and water (surprising how important this step is and how frequently we all rush to stronger stuff). 

Scrape any under coat and grease from both areas. Wash the areas with lacquer thinner. I do not 

use “PrepSol”, mineral spirits or any similar solvent since they do evaporate relatively slowly and 

leave residues which will cause adhesion and contamination problems in both the molds and the 

repair. 

• Remove all loose fiberglass strands and pieces from the damaged area. Grind, file or sand it. Use a 

face mask and long sleeves and pants. Unless you enjoy being “itchy” and damage to your lungs. 

To help control the fiberglass dust in my shop I run the shop vac in the immediate to where I am 

grinding or sanding the damaged piece. You’ll want to bevel the repair edge rather significantly – 

more bonding surface for the new FG is better. DO NOT leave a blunt edge for bonding. 

• Prepare the fiberglass mat. Use “mat” only – do not use fiberglass cloth. Most FG mat is double 

layer. Pull it apart. Cut the mat in pieces smaller than the repair area. You’ll be putting several 

layers of resin-soaked mat down – when making both the mold pieces and the repair itself. 

• Polish the “mold” areas (inner and outer) several (3 or 4 times) with your Maguire’s (or other 

equivalent) wax (or mold release compound if you sprang for that). No need to use a lot of wax 

and be sure to remove all excess wax. Be sure to get wax on the edges of the “mold” area. Do a 

large enough mold piece to have reasonable coverage of the area you are repairing. But you do not 

have to make the mold so large as to cover the entire area being repaired. You can make the repair 

in more than one shot by simply moving the mold pieces to repeat the repair process. 

• About the dye. You’ll want to experiment with this to get the color you need. You will need at 

least two different dye colors in to mix into the resin – black will be your basic color to start. I 

have no experience in this step as I used resin Scott gave to me. 
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THE “MOLD” 

• Make an inner mold and then a separate outer mold – one at a time. 

• Lay up the molds with the resin-soaked fiberglass pieces. Use the separated and cut FG pieces as 

the first layers. No need to use dyed resin when making the mold. Just plain resin here with 

hardener added is fine. You’ll want at least 4 layers of your cut & soaked FG pieces. Your mold 

should be between 3/32nds to 1/8th inch think. You can build thickness with the double thickness 

FG mat. Be sure to get all bubbles out of the mold piece. Make sure that the resin and FG lay down 

completely against the surface by dabbing it with the brush you use to spread the resin. You want 

to be sure of this step to get the right texture from the mold area and not have any voids. 

• Once the resin has “set”, grind the “mold” piece to match the edges (e.g. of the tire tub) of the 

original part. Then simply pry the mold off. It should just “pop” off. The unimportant edges of the 

mold will be tapered, thin, rough and have strands of FG sticking out. You’ll want to trim those 

rough edges for handling ease. Inspect the surface of the mold for any imperfections. Very minor 

ones can be repaired with more resin but if major flaws are present, “Do it again”. 

• Then do the other side of the mold. You need both inner and outer molds. 

• After you have cleaned up the rough edges of your molds, be sure to apply your “mold release” 

compound to all portions of the mold that may come in contact with FG resin during the repair 

process. You do not want to make your mold part of the repair; you’ll just wreck the mold and 

have to do it all over again. 
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THE “REPAIR” 

• Test fit you molds (inner and outer) to the area you took them from and to the area being repaired. 

Trim as needed. You’ll want to coat the surface of your original piece surrounding the molds with 

the “mold release” since the resin of the repair area will run out from under the mold as you 

complete the repair. 

• Coat the roughed up and ground/sanded bonding surfaces of the repair area with the dyed resin, on 

both sides of the piece being repaired. 

• As you did with the mold pieces lay up the cut mat you prepared previously on one side (e.g., the 

outside) of the repair area. 

• Place the appropriate mold against the resin FG (e.g. the outer mold piece). Use tape to hold the 

mold in place temporarily. 

• Then lay up the resin soaked cut mat on the other (e.g., inside) side of the repair area. Be sure you 

have enough resin-soaked FG to match the thickness of the original piece. You want more than 

enough. Clamping the mold pieces together will squeeze out the excess. Your objective is to put 

resin-soaked FG only in the area needing repair. But you do want the resin-soaked FG to extend 

past the finished edge of the original piece (e.g., the bottom edge of the tire tub. You’ll grind off 

the excess off as a final step. 

• Place the matching (e.g. inner) mold piece in place and squeeze the two mold pieces together with 

clamps. Be sure the pressure is equal in all areas. 

• Let it set. Walk away. 

• Unclamp, remove the mold pieces off (hopefully), inspect for and flaws, spot repair as needed, and 

trim the excess hanging beyond the edge. I hope this works for you. You may want to first 

experiment on a piece that is not critical to get a feel for the various steps before you commit to 

repairing that original part. 

Thanks to my Canadian friend Scottie Sinclair for showing me how! 
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Tech Talk: Sagging Convertible Rear Deck Lid Springs 
by Duane Ravenberg (from Spring 2012 and a good reminder) 

The convertible deck lid springs on my 1964 convertible have been sagging ever since we 

bought the car back in 1990.  While it was not that bad, it bothered me because it wouldn’t 

stay open all the way up.  After procrastinating for 20 some-odd years, I decided to do 

something about it.  One Corvette parts vendor sells a tool that will expand the spring and 

helps you fix the problem, but it appeared to be more money than it was worth.   So, I put my 

backyard-mechanic’s mind to it and came up with a simple solution that worked for me. 

If you are as lucky as I was, the upper coil of the spring will be 

in one of the lower two slots in the retaining bracket.  If that 

upper coil is in the third (highest) position, your only solution 

will be to replace the spring and that is a whole different 

procedure. 

Step 1: Get the convertible top out of its storage position and 

out of your way.  I chose to remove the top completely since I 

had other non-spring related tasks I wanted to tackle at the 

same time.  You can also just raise the top and fasten it forward 

with a couple of bungee cords while you tackle the lid spring 

adjustments.  You may also want to remove one of the seats to 

give you more leg room for accessing the springs. 

Once the top is out of your way, cut a long piece of ¾” by 2” 

piece of wood to any length that will hold the deck lid up as 

high as it will go.  At the same time, cut 20 pieces of ¼” thick 

wood into 2-1/2” squares (this is slightly wider that the 

diameter of the deck lid spring).  These wooden pieces will be 

used in the following steps. 

 

Step Two:  Those who get claustrophobic should go no further 

as you now have to crawl into the rear compartment (why 

removing one of the seats is a good idea) and close the top 

until it latches.  At this point, the springs are fully extended.  

Using the ¼” square pieces that you cut earlier, slide each piece in between the coil layers of 

each spring.  Release the deck lid latch while holding on to the top and slowly let it open 

while making sure that the square pieces don’t fall out of the spaces between the coils. 

 

Step Three:  Now is the time to raise the rear deck lid as high as it will go and prop it open by 

wedging that ¾” by 2” piece of wood that you prepared between the carpeted floor pan and 

the underside of the deck lid.  This will relieve any remaining spring tension. 
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Step Four:  CAREFULLY and with a flat bladed tool (DO NOT USE YOUR FINGERS), slide the 

upper coil of the spring up and into the next slot.  If the upper coil was in the lowest slot and 

it takes a moderate amount of effort to slide it up to the next slot, you should leave it there.  

If it slides with little or no effort, try sliding it up to the next higher slot.  Make sure that the 

upper coil is firmly lodged into the slot. 

 

Step Five:  Remove the stick propping the deck 

lid up and close the deck lid until it latches.  

Check again to make certain the upper coil of 

each spring is firmly lodged into its new slot.  

Then and only then remove the wood squares 

from between each coil (if they haven’t already 

fallen out).  Release the latch and notice the 

improvement in how high the deck lid opens. 

 

Step Six:  Reinstall the seat (if you’ve removed 

it) and either stow the convertible top under 

the lid or attach the rear section of the top to 

the deck lid. 

 

Stand back and admire your handiwork. 
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society 

Membership Application and Renewal for the 20____ Year 

Name:  ______________________________________ Spouse:  _________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

City:  ____________________________________State:  __________ Zip +4:  _____________ 

Home Phone:  ________-________-__________     Alt/Cell:  ________-________-__________ 

NCRS # (Required):  _____________ Email Address: ___________________@_____________ 

Corvette Year(s) Currently Owned:  ________________________________________________ 

*If RENEWING or JOINING-full year (before 7/1), then Membership Dues are $25.00 

NOTE: A member of MAC must first join and have an NCRS number. 

Make your application/renewal online using the links below or 

complete and submit the above form and mail with your check. 

*If JOINING-half year (after 6/30), then Membership Dues are $15.00 

 (Do NOT use the Chapter online service if you are joining for a half-year at $15) 

 

Make check payable to: Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

Mail form and check to: Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

 c/o Reese Burgoyne, Membership Manager 

 7719 Middle Valley Dr 

 Springfield, VA  22153 

 

Join NCRS online at https://www.ncrs.org > Join > Membership > New NCRS Membership 

Join the Mid-Atlantic Chapter online (after obtaining an NCRS Member Number) at 

https://www.ncrs.org > Services > Join an NCRS Chapter > Mid-Atlantic Chapter 

 

Membership questions to Reese Burgoyne:  Burgoynes@aol.com or 703-455-3985 


